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Model Governance Suite
The one tool you need to govern 

your model portfolio.
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The Model Governance Suite (MGS) is an application enabling effective collaboration 

between teams and all stakeholders involved in the entire lifecycle of a firm’s 

models. It serves as the single source of truth for all tasks connected to the effective 

model governance process as well as as an essential platform for model risk 

management framework implementation. 

All types of models and their attributes can be registered in the system as soon as 

the idea comes to mind. It serves as a central place to store all the related 

documentation and data and track all workflows involving human tasks that could 

be distributed across the entire firm.  

Automation features enable implementation of effective model operations 

(ModelOps) by strict definition, enforcing and measuring of a model life cycle. 

Model Governance Suite
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MGS is modular and flexible

The Model Governance Suite is a browser-based, modular application. 

Modular  

The actual combination of modules can be adjusted to meet your current business 

needs, from the essential ones like model inventory or workflows to advanced 

modules including automation framework, data analytics environments, reporting, or 

model operations. 

Flexible 

Our team provides support in adoption of  MGS according to each company’s 

methodology, processes, naming conventions and technology. MGS will adapt to you, 

not the other way round.
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It is the base application module providing all the core non-business functionalities of 

user management with connection to corporate directories, security, and more.  

It also provides all the services of the flexible, fully customisable model inventory, 

powerful embedded workflow management system, validations, data & 

documentation management, and much more.

Essentials - the core of MGS
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MGS captures configurable categories of model dependencies. These typically 

represent comparisons like:  

- model predecessor vs successor,  

- champion vs challenger, 

- multi layer dependency interconnections. 

The MGS link view offers a big picture view delivering a quick overview in the form of a 

complete dependency tree. Every dependency entry provides a condensed view on 

model attributes and workflows. The entire picture can be visualised by placing the 

selected model into a complete dependency graph. 

Model links
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Models in the organisation are usually connected and heavily affect each other. The 

following use case shows how MGS leverages the information about relations in the 

entire interconnected model ecosystem.  

1. Capture the model layers: Scorecard --> IRB model --> ALM model  

2. After the IRB model is ready to be validated, model validator sees all the connected 

models, their issues, and other critical information in one place. She knows exactly 

if and how could the connected models affect the IRB model. Further, if the 

Scorecard is currently significantly under-performing, MGS will not allow that IRB 

model to proceed further in its lifecycle until the issue has been resolved.

Model layers

USE CASE
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A model is not only a static entity but can be also described by its lifecycle, typically 

broken down into workflows. MGS visualises these workflows and ties them tightly to 

the model inventory and the rest of the application.  

Each step of the workflow contains a detailed description of the work item and input 

form to be filled in by an expert in order to proceed further. These steps are defined 

entirely based on your organisation's specifications.  

This way, the team know-how is preserved and shared, so experts always know exactly 

what to do next. The process knowledge is then driven not only by ad-hoc intuitive 

human decisions, but every defined process is preserved in MGS. The workload is 

efficiently spread among teams by the embedded system of tasks.

Team collaboration
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Existing model risk scoring routines defined by the MRM team are quickly 

implemented in Python or R and integrated into the automation framework. The MGS 

ecosystem guarantees regular, deterministic execution of model risk scoring by 

standardised access to quantitative (e.g. transactional data) and qualitative (model 

attributes like Currency, Validation date or Product) information.  

The calculated risk score is then transmitted back to the inventory. All of that is done 

while maintaining high security standards and creating an audit trail. The advantage 

of leaving the risk scoring functions out of MGS core framework enables fast 

adoption to a firm's processes and can also involve alternative techniques like 

machine learning.

Model risk management by MGS

USE CASE
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Automation module

The automation module enables automation of all repetitive, error-prone tasks related 

to a model lifecycle. Nearly all tasks that users perform through graphical user 

interface can be also automated via standard programming interface.  

The automation module further provides connectivity to third-party systems and 

databases as well as framework to apply advanced business logic (rules) on the 

application to reflect a company’s methodology.
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Methodology spreading

USE CASE
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In our standard validation process, MGS enforces the methodology across various 

departments and subsidiaries. Model developers are effectively obliged to provide 

data in sufficient quality (checked automatically in MGS), otherwise, MGS will not allow 

them to mark the model as "ready for validation". Moreover, this business rule is 

designed to reflect any future changes, either in the data quality check implementation 

itself, or its following business logic.





The Data Lab module introduces the management of virtual analytical environments 

(RStudio and Jupyter) available for users right at their fingertips. 

Instances of these virtual environments automatically contain all the data attached to 

selected models and other files shared between users (e.g. script libraries, guidelines or 

datasets). Direct connection to data marts or other corporate data sources can be also 

provided.  

Due to its virtual nature, DataLab module guarantees an efficient utilisation of server 

resources. These virtual environments also play well with the Automation module where 

they provide Python or R execution sandbox for processing any sort of data.

DataLab module
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User directory

Mail server

Data mart / Risk marts

Model monitoring 
engine

Remote 
execution serverOthers



Instead of investing time into learning yet another BI tool, use the real time connector 

to tools like MS Power BI or Tableau and use the experiences of your analysts to 

quickly prepare reports according to your requirements. MGS appears in these tools 

as a remote, real-time data source, so all your reports are always up to date. 

Frequently used metrics can also be custom-defined and visualized on the in-app 

dashboards in the format of charts or tables to provide a quick management 

overview.

Reporting module
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& other BI tools



Managed code repository
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The managed code repository module acts as a single source of truth for source code 

of models and other relevant scripts (e.g. used for backtesting, model monitoring, or 

data quality checks). It is based on standard git protocol and is therefore accessible 

from any git-compatible tool.  

Security setup of the repository reflects the access to the model itself in order to 

prevent unauthorized access to potentially sensitive information.



The Model Governance Suite pricing is based on a combination of MGS application 

modules and number of active models registered in the inventory.  

Standard delivery of MGS is under a yearly subscription which includes license to use 

the software, access to latest versions, bugfixes and the CloseIT support service.  

Information about alternative licensing options (perpetual) or cloud-based operation 

mode (hosted by CloseIT) can be provided on request.

Licensing and pricing
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Support service and initial configuration

Support service is optional and includes technical support and access to the latest 

versions of the application: updates, upgrades (including new features) and bug 

fixes. 

Initial setup service is provided, so MGS is ready to be used from day one, reflecting 

the banks own methodologies, processes, and naming conventions.
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Software as a service

MGS can also be provided as Software as a Service (cloud-based), i.e. maintained by 

CloseIT on Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure. 

This alternative is highly flexible and allows the customer to pay only for the actual 

usage of the tool (based on the number of models) with no effort related to 

maintaining and running the application.
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The application is truly administration-friendly, maximally simplifying installations 

of new versions.  

MGS is also designed to be efficiently customised to its very core (e.g. adding a new 

workflows, model types, model attributes, validation types, user roles, or security 

levels). Customisation is done “on-the-fly”, without the need to install a new version.  

Administration & operations
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Essentials Automation Reporting DataLab Managed code 
repository

Model inventory ✔

Validation inventory ✔

Workflow engine ✔

Data Hub ✔

Documentation ✔

Audit trail ✔

Process automation ✔

Integration interface ✔

Business rules engine ✔

Connector to Business Intelligence tools ✔

Data export to CSV ✔

Embedded Python and R collaborative tools ✔

Virtual R and Python execution environments ✔

Integrated git repository ✔

Select the setup that suits you best
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Let’s stay in touch

MARTIN PODOLINSKY 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 

martin.podolinsky@closeit.co 
+420 603 209 330



About CloseIT

CloseIT is a software development studio founded in 2013.  

We create software and business solutions for international banks and other institutions 

in the areas of model governance, risk management, regulatory reporting, stress testing, 

processes digitalisation as well as others.  

CloseIT s.r.o. is based in the Czech Republic in Europe with internationally operating 

consultants.
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